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Summary

In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, reduced levels
of the replicative � DNA polymerase result in greatly
elevated frequencies of chromosome translocations
and chromosome loss. We selected translocations in
a small region of chromosome III and found that they
involve homologous recombination events between
yeast retrotransposons (Ty elements) on chromosome
III and retrotransposons located on other chromo-
somes. One of the two preferred sites of these trans-
locations on chromosome III involve two Ty elements
arrayed head-to-head; disruption of this site substan-
tially reduces the rate of translocations. We demon-
strate that this pair of Ty elements constitutes a pre-
ferred site for double-strand DNA breaks when DNA
replication is compromised, analogous to the fragile
sites observed in mammalian chromosomes.

Introduction

In wild-type organisms, the rates of mutation and chro-
mosomal rearrangements (deletions, duplications, and
translocations) are quite low, usually less 10−6/cell divi-
sion. Mutations that elevate the rate of genome instabil-
ity often lead to increased cell death and in higher or-
ganisms an increased incidence of cancer (Lengauer
et al., 1998). Common fragile sites are regions of the
mammalian chromosome that break when cells are
grown under conditions of thymidylate or folate stress
or when incubated in drugs (such as aphidicolin) that
inhibit DNA replication (Glover et al., 1984). These sites
are also “hotspots” for the integration of viruses. In ad-
dition, chromosome translocations sometimes have
breakpoints at common fragile sites (Glover and Stein,
1988; Wang et al., 1997).
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What makes common fragile sites prone to breakage
is not clear. Common fragile sites are relatively large
(several hundred kb) chromosomal regions of unre-
markable sequence that are replicated late in S phase
(LeBeau et al., 1998; Arlt et al., 2003). Although the
mechanism responsible for fragile sites is not yet
understood, mammalian cells with an ATR mutation
have high levels of breaks at fragile sites (Casper et al.,
2002). A mutation in the orthologous yeast gene, MEC1,
results in high levels of breaks in regions of the chromo-
some that replicate slowly (Cha and Kleckner, 2002).
These findings suggest that common fragile sites are
regions of DNA that are difficult to replicate and any
condition that inhibits or delays DNA replication may
induce chromosome breakage at these positions.

Formation of a chromosome aberration requires at
least two steps: breakage of the chromosome(s) and
rejoining of the broken ends in a novel arrangement by
either homologous recombination (presumably involv-
ing repetitive DNA sequences) or nonhomologous end
joining. In one experiment, in a hamster-human hybrid
cell with a single human chromosome, the breakpoints
in the fragile site of the human chromosome were
mapped to two regions (Wang et al., 1997). In one of
these regions, several of the sequenced breakpoints
were within members of the THE-1 family of transpos-
able elements.

Although the evidence for the involvement of trans-
posable elements in fragile site-related translocations
is not yet conclusive, there is clear evidence that re-
combination between transposable elements in yeast
is a source of genomic rearrangements. Ty1 elements
are the most common retrotransposon, with 32 full-
length element insertions identified in the sequenced
genome (Kim et al., 1998). The 5.9 kb Ty1 elements are
flanked by 330 bp long terminal repeat (LTR) sequences
(delta elements) in direct orientation. In several studies
(for example Roeder and Fink, [1980] and Dunham et
al. [2002]), recombination events between Ty elements
or between solo delta elements were shown to gener-
ate chromosome translocations, deletions, and inver-
sions. From these studies, it is not clear whether Ty
elements are particularly susceptible to DNA breakage
compared to other genomic sequences.

In the present study, we show that reduced expres-
sion of Pol1p (the catalytic subunit of DNA polymerase
α) results in high frequencies of chromosome transloca-
tions and chromosome loss. We employed a genetic
method (an illegitimate mating assay) that allowed us
to select haploid strains with chromosome transloca-
tion and chromosome loss events, even when these
events are haploid lethal. Using DNA microarrays and
Southern analysis, we showed that the breakpoints of
the translocations are within Ty elements. A preferred
site for these events is associated with a head-to-head
pair of Ty elements, and we suggest that this region
may share some of the properties of mammalian frag-
ile sites.
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Results b
s
aReduced Levels of Pol1p Increase Sensitivity

to DNA Damaging Agents P
dTo examine the phenotypes associated with low levels

of DNA polymerase α, we constructed a strain (NPD1) d
win which the galactose-regulatable GAL1/10 promoter

was fused to POL1 (the gene encoding the catalytic s
isubunit of DNA polymerase α). When this strain is

grown in 0.005% (low) galactose, the expression of c
aDNA polymerase α is approximately 10% of the wild-

type level; since the GAL1/10 promoter is active p
tthroughout the cell cycle, whereas the POL1 promoter

is S phase-specific, it is likely that the level of α DNA a
lpolymerase in S phase is less than 10-fold decreased

in the GAL-POL1 strain. When the strain is grown in
0.05% (high) galactose, α DNA polymerase is ex- R

opressed at a level approximately 3-fold higher than that
seen in wild-type cells (see Figure S1 in the Supple- T

mmental Data available with this article online). Addition-
ally, the GAL-POL1 strain grew slowly in low-galactose- p

ocontaining medium (details in the Supplemental Data)
and progressed slowly through S phase (Figure S2). i

mThese effects are not a consequence of a low amount
of a carbon source in the medium since for both low- t

1and high-galactose medium 3% raffinose was included
Figure 1. Elevated Frequencies of Illegitimate
Mating in Strains with Low Levels of DNA
Polymerase α and Frequencies of Different
Classes of Diploids Resulting from Illegiti-
mate Matings

(A) The MATα wild-type and GAL-POL1 strains
were streaked onto rich growth medium sup-
plemented with low or high concentrations of
galactose. After the strains had grown, they
were mated (by replica plating) to MATα or
MATa tester strains, and the resulting dip-
loids were selected on appropriate omis-
sion medium.
(B) MATα wild-type (MS71) and GAL-POL1
(NPD1) haploid strains grown in the pres-
ence of high (0.05%) or low (0.005%) levels
of galactose were mated to a MATα tester
strain (1225), and the resulting illegitimate
diploids were analyzed. We examined the ra-
tios of each class (Class 1, His+ Thr+; Class
2, His− Thr− ; Class 3, His+ Thr−) for about
100 diploids for each strain under each con-
dition. The frequencies shown in this figure
were determined by multiplying these ratios
by the total frequency of illegitimate mating
(Table S1).
ut are likely a result of slowed DNA replication in re-
ponse to reduced levels of DNA polymerase α. We
lso examined the effects of reduced expression of
OL1 on the ability of cells to repair or tolerate DNA
amage (Figure S3). When grown in low-galactose me-
ium, the GAL-POL1 strain was more sensitive than the
ild-type strain to ultraviolet light (UV), methyl-methane
ulfonate (MMS), and hydroxyurea (HU). Since sensitiv-

ty to DNA-damaging agents is a phenotype often asso-
iated with cells that are genetically unstable, we used
different assay to determine the effect of low DNA

olymerase on genome stability. As described below,
his assay revealed a very high rate of chromosome re-
rrangements and chromosome loss in strains with low

evels of DNA polymerase α.

educed Levels of Pol1p Increase the Frequency
f Illegitimate Mating
he mating of a haploid yeast cell is regulated by the
ating type, or MAT, locus. The genetic information
resent at this locus, which is located on the right arm
f chromosome III, determines whether a haploid cell

s of the α or a mating type. Wild-type haploid cells
ate efficiently only to cells of the opposite mating

ype to form a MATa/α diploid cell. As shown in Figure
A, the wild-type MATα haploid (MS71) mated effi-
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ciently to a tester strain of the opposite mating type (a)
but very inefficiently to a strain of the same mating type
(α). Similarly, the MATα GAL-POL1 mutant haploid
grown in high-galactose-containing medium mated effi-
ciently to a tester strain of the opposite mating type (a)
but inefficiently to a strain of the same mating type (α).
However, when this mutant strain was grown in low-
galactose-containing medium, while legitimate (α × a)
mating was unaffected, the efficiency of illegitimate
(α × α) mating was dramatically increased. Under the
conditions in which these experiments were performed
(5-fold excess of the tester maters), all viable cells of
both wild-type and GAL-POL1 strains mated legiti-
mately with an efficiency of approximately 1 in both
high- and low-galactose-containing medium (data not
shown). In contrast, there was a 210-fold increase in the
illegitimate mating efficiency of the GAL-POL1 strain,
relative to the wild-type strain, when grown in the pres-
ence of low levels of galactose (Table S1). When the
GAL-POL1 strain was grown in medium with high levels
of galactose, the frequency of illegitimate mating was
elevated about 3-fold.

There are two types of events that can lead to the
illegitimate mating of an α haploid to another α haploid:
(1) a mating type switch which converts a MATα haploid
to a MATa haploid or (2) a mutation (either a point muta-
tion or a deletion) that inactivates the MATα locus infor-
mation resulting in a haploid with an “Alf” or a-like faker
phenotype (Strathern et al., 1981). If illegitimate mating
is a result of a mating type switch event, the resulting
diploid will be MATa/α and should be capable of sporu-
lation but incapable of further mating. However, if ille-
Figure 2. Genetic Events Leading to Illegitimate Mating of a MATα Strain

The GAL-POL1 (NPD1) strain is wild-type at the HIS4 and THR4 loci, markers on the left and right arms of chromosome III, respectively. The
tester strain (1225) has mutant alleles of these genes. Point mutations in the MATα locus (indicated by mata-x), loss of chromosome III, and
loss of part of the right arm of chromosome III would lead to His+ Thr+, His− Thr−, and His+ Thr− diploids, respectively.
gitimate mating is a result of a MAT locus mutation, the
resulting diploid will be MAT−/α and should be incapa-
ble of sporulation but capable of further mating to a
MATa haploid. None of the 289 diploids generated by
the illegitimate mating of the GAL-POL1 strain pre-
grown on low-galactose medium were capable of spor-
ulation. Additionally, all of the illegitimate diploids were
capable of further mating to a MATa tester strain. These
findings suggest that the illegitimate matings that gen-
erated these diploids were not caused by a mating type
switch event, but rather by a mutation or deletion of the
MAT locus.

Because deletion of the MAT locus leads to the mat-
ing of haploid cells of the same mating type, illegitimate
mating can be used to detect chromosome deletions
and chromosome loss involving yeast chromosome III
(McCusker and Haber, 1981; Gordenin et al., 1991). To
determine whether the Alf phenotype of the GAL-POL1-
derived illegitimate diploids described above was a re-
sult of a point mutation of the MATα locus or a more
extensive deletion of chromosome III, we mated the α
haploids of the two genotypes (wild-type and GAL-
POL1), pregrown on low-galactose medium, to a MATα
tester strain (1225) that had recessive mutations lo-
cated on the left (his4) and right (thr4) arms of chromo-
some III. As shown in Figure 2, a point mutation or a
small deletion within the MATα locus would result in
His+ Thr+ illegitimate diploids (Class 1); this class could
also be the result of a direct fusion, rather than mating,
of the haploid cells without any mutation of the MAT
locus. Loss of chromosome III would result in His− Thr−

illegitimate diploids (Class 2) and a large deletion that
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Figure 3. Genomic Microarray Analysis of Diploids Resulting from Illegitimate Mating

Genomic DNA was isolated from diploids generated by the illegitimate mating of the GAL-POL1 (grown in low levels of galactose, [A] and [B])
or wild-type haploids (C and D) to the 1225 tester strain. This DNA was labeled with a Cy5-labeled fluorescent nucleotide (details in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures), and DNA from a reference strain (MS71) was labeled with a Cy3 nucleotide. The two samples were
mixed and hybridized to a DNA microarray containing all of yeast ORFs. In this depiction, each vertical bar represents an ORF. Yellow
indicates approximately equal amounts of DNA from the experimental and control strains; blue signifies approximately 2-fold less DNA in the
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removed both the MATα and THR4 loci would result in
His+ Thr− illegitimate diploids (Class 3). Events generat-
ing the illegitimate diploids of the latter two classes
would result in the loss of multiple essential genes lo-
cated on chromosome III. This loss would prevent the
growth of the haploid cells in which these events oc-
curred. However, these growth-inhibited cells can be
rescued by mating to the tester haploid, generating an
illegitimate diploid containing at least one copy of the
essential genes. Therefore, this system allows for the
specific identification of lethal chromosomal aber-
rations that are rescued by illegitimate mating.

The distributions of these three classes for the wild-
type and GAL-POL1 strains grown in low- and high-
galactose-containing media are shown in Figure 1B.
Wild-type cells grown in either type of media had sim-
ilar frequencies of the three classes. In the GAL-POL1
strain, grown in either type of media, Classes 2 and 3
were equally frequent and both were about 10-fold
more frequent than Class 1. These data, coupled with
the above-described results on the rates of illegitimate
mating, indicate that low levels of α DNA polymerase
lead to very high rates of chromosome loss and large
deletions. This conclusion was confirmed by DNA
microarray analysis, as described below. This tech-
nique has been used previously to characterize yeast
chromosome alterations associated with the contin-
uous growth of cells in limiting glucose (Dunham et al.,
2002). Finally, it should be mentioned that our estimates
of the frequencies of chromosome loss and rearrange-
ments are likely to be underestimates, since some cells
with these events might be incapable of being rescued
by mating.

The data shown in Figure 1B and Table S1 also indicate
that overexpression of DNA polymerase (GAL-POL1
strain grown in high galactose) results in elevation in chro-
mosome loss and chromosome rearrangements, although
this effect is relatively subtle compared to that ob-
served in cells with low polymerase levels. It is possible
that the overexpression of one subunit of α polymerase
reduces the number of properly assembled polymer-
ase-primase complexes.

Reduced Levels of Pol1p Induce Chromosome Loss
and Chromosome Rearrangements
DNA was isolated from two Class 1 (one wild-type-
derived and one GAL-POL1-derived), one Class 2
(GAL-POL1-derived), and twenty-four Class 3 (sixteen
wild-type-derived and eight GAL-POL1-derived) illegiti-
mate diploids for microarray analysis; all diploids were
the result of illegitimate matings of cells pregrown in
low-galactose-containing medium. The DNA samples
derived from individual illegitimate diploids were la-
 from MS71 and the right half from 1225, (4) duplication

experimental strain relative to the control, and red indicates approximately 1.5-fold more DNA in the experimental strain. The ORFs indicated
in gray on chromosome XII are not present on the microarray.
(A) Class 2 (His− Thr−) diploid (DNPD103, loss of chromosome III).
(B) Class 3A diploid (DNPD104; loss of sequences from right arm of chromosome III and duplication of sequences from chromosome IV).
(C) Class 3B diploid (DMS71-27); loss of sequences from right arm of chromosome III unassociated with a duplication of sequences from
another chromosome).
(D) Illegitimate diploid (DMS71-23) with deletion of chromosome III sequences centromere-distal to FS2, duplication of sequences between
FS1 and FS2, and duplication of sequences on the left arm.
beled with a Cy5 fluorescent nucleotide (details in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Control DNA
from the wild-type (MS71) strain was labeled with a Cy3
fluorescent nucleotide. The experimental and control
samples were mixed and hybridized to a DNA microar-
ray containing all of the yeast ORFs. The relative
amount of hybridization at each ORF was measured.
Examples of this analysis are shown in Figure 3. As de-
scribed in the legend, each ORF is represented by a
vertical bar. Equal, decreased, and increased gene dos-
ages of the experimental DNA relative to the control are
shown by yellow, blue, and red colors, respectively.

In the two Class 1 diploids, no alterations in gene
dosage were observed (data not shown), consistent
with the possibility of a point mutation inactivating the
MATα locus or a fusion between the two MATα strains.
In the Class 2 diploid (Figure 3A), all of the ORFs on
chromosome III were 2-fold underrepresented, consis-
tent with a single copy of chromosome III in the diploid.
There are two plausible mechanisms for this chromo-
some loss. First, low levels of DNA polymerase may
result in failure to complete chromosome replication
prior to chromosome segregation, resulting in loss of
the chromosome from one cell and, presumably, dupli-
cation of the chromosome in the daughter cell. Alterna-
tively, low levels of DNA polymerase may lead to an
increased frequency of double-strand DNA breaks
(DSBs). If the broken chromosomes are degraded
rather than repaired, chromosome loss would occur.

There were three different types of Class 3 illegiti-
mate diploids that were found for both the wild-type
and GAL-POL1 strains. Class 3A diploids had both a
deletion of sequences from the right arm of chromo-
some III and a duplication of sequences from a different
chromosome. The segment duplicated varied among
independent Class 3A diploids. For example, in the dip-
loid shown in Figure 3B, a segment from the right arm
of chromosome IV is duplicated. Class 3B diploids had
a deletion of sequences from the right arm of chromo-
some III but no duplication (Figure 3C). Class 3C dip-
loids had no obvious deletion or duplication (data not
shown). The numbers of Class 3A:3B:3C diploids (as
determined by microarray analysis) were 3:1:7 for the
wild-type strain and 3:1:4 for the GAL-POL1 mutant
strain.

Several types of Class 3 events were unique to the
wild-type strain including (1) a deletion resulting from
recombination between the MATα and HMR loci (iden-
tical to the “Hawthorne” deletion [Hawthorne, 1963]),
(2) a deletion of sequences on the right arm of III and a
duplication of sequences on the left and right arms
(Figure 3D), (3) loss of one copy of chromosome III, with
the remaining copy composed of the left half derived
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of all chromosome III sequences, and (5) duplication of a
asequences from the left arm of III (between a Ty2 ele-

ment and the telomere) and a duplication of sequences D
3on the right arm.

We performed a detailed analysis of four Class 3A m
millegitimate diploids (one wild-type-derived and three

GAL-POL1-derived). From the microarray analysis, it was o
rclear that the breakpoints on chromosome III marking the

deleted sequences in these strains occurred at one of T
stwo sites that were centromere-proximal to the MAT

locus, one immediately centromere-distal to SRD1 (
(termed “FS1” for fragile site 1) and one immediately
centromere-distal to RHB1 (FS2). The boundaries of the b

wduplicated sequences on the other chromosomes were
adjacent to a Ty element. Although there were no Ty q

celements at FS1 or FS2 indicated in the Stanford Ge-
nome Database, by Southern and PCR analysis (details m

din the Supplemental Data), we showed that in MS71
and its derivatives, FS1 had a 3.2 kb deletion (bases R

a148610–151846) and an insertion of two Watson-ori-
ented Ty1 elements in a tandem head-to-tail array, l

csharing a single central delta element (Figure S4); this
structure, which was also present in the tester strain s

c1225, is exactly as reported for the similar strain AB972
by Wicksteed et al. (1994). M

mBy additional Southern analysis, we found that in
MS71 and its derivatives, the FS2 region also had two (

iclosely-linked Ty1 elements, but these are arranged
head-to-head with 283 bp between the delta elements. t

mThis arrangement was also described previously in the
strain AB972 by Wicksteed et al. (1994). However, we c
found that the tester strain 1225 had a single Ty1 ele-
ment in the FS2 region instead of the inverted pair (Sup- i

lplemental Data; Figure S5). It should be noted that,
although the Stanford Genome Database (based on se- r

tquencing an isogenic derivative of the strain S288c) has
no indication of Ty elements at the positions of FS1 p

hand FS2, restriction analysis of our lab isolate of S288c
indicates the presence of Ty elements at FS1 and FS2 l

min the same positions as observed for MS71; we have
no evidence for additional Ty1 elements on chromo- b

tsome III (although we did not examine the whole chro-
mosome), but we confirmed the presence of a Ty2 m

(element (YCLWTy2-1) on the left arm of III (data not
shown). t

mThe presence of Ty elements in FS1 and FS2 sug-
gests that the patterns observed in the microarray l

aanalysis of Class 3A strains likely reflect the presence
of chromosomal translocations generated by homolo- c

agous recombination between the Ty elements located
in FS1 or FS2 with Ty elements on nonhomologous i

cchromosomes. This conclusion was confirmed by a de-
tailed Southern analysis. The particular Ty elements in- p

Cvolved in the translocations from the four strains that
were analyzed were as follows: (1) the centromere- t
proximal Ty1 element at FS1 and the YBRWTy1-2 ele-
ment of chromosome II (strain DNPD101; GAL-POL1- h

dderived), (2) the centromere-proximal Ty1 element at
FS2 and the YDRCTy1-2 element of chromosome IV d

((strain DNPD104; GAL-POL1-derived), (3) the 3# delta
element of the centromere-proximal Ty1 element at FS2 m

aand the 5# delta element of the YDRCTy1-2 element of
chromosome IV (strain DNPD106; GAL-POL1-derived), (
nd (4) the centromere-proximal Ty1 element at FS1
nd the YPRWTy1-3 element of chromosome XVI (strain
MS71-12; wild-type-derived). In summary, the Class
A diploids contain a translocation between a centro-
ere-proximal Ty1 element of FS1 or FS2 and a Ty ele-
ent of a nonhomologous chromosome. The orientation
f the involved Ty elements is such that monocentric
ather than dicentric chromosomes were generated.
he presence of the predicted translocation chromo-
omes was verified by analysis of intact chromosomes
CHEF gels) (data not shown).

The generation of Class 3A diploids can be explained
y the model shown in Figure 4. We propose that cells
ith low levels of DNA polymerase have elevated fre-
uencies of DSBs on chromosome III. These DSBs oc-
ur within either FS1 and FS2 or at some point centro-
ere-distal to these sites, and the ends then are
egraded until they are within the FS1 and FS2 regions.
egardless of the site of formation, the DSB results in
broken chromosome III molecule that has lost the MATα

ocus. The loss of the MATα locus renders the haploid
ell capable of mating illegitimately with the MATα tester
train. This mating rescues the haploid from its lethal
hromosome loss. Following the formation of the
AT−/α illegitimate diploid, the broken chromosome III
olecule is repaired by a break-induced replication

BIR) event (Paques and Haber, 1999). The BIR event
nvolves the invasion of the chromosome III end with
he Ty sequences into a Ty element on a different chro-
osome, followed by duplication of all of the sequences

entromere-distal to the site of invasion.
Although the BIR event described above could occur

n the haploid cell prior to mating rather than in the dip-
oid cell (as shown), several arguments suggest that the
ecombination event in the GAL-POL1 strain occurs in
he diploid. First, since this strain has low levels of DNA
olymerase, a BIR event involving the replication of
undreds of kb of DNA by a single replication fork is

ikely to be difficult. In the diploid generated by illegiti-
ate mating, DNA polymerase levels would be elevated
ecause transcription of the POL1 gene in the haploid
ester strain 1225 is regulated by the endogenous pro-
oter. Second, for two of the illegitimate diploids

DNPD104 and DNPD106), we determined that the
ranslocations were generated in the diploid following
ating. Both of these illegitimate diploids had a trans-

ocation between chromosomes III and IV. We identified
sequence polymorphism located near the telomere of
hromosome IV, and we showed that the 1225-derived
llele was present in two copies in the strains contain-

ng the translocation, indicating that the BIR event oc-
urred in the diploid (details of the analysis in the Sup-
lemental Data). Finally, as will be discussed below,
lass 3C diploids are very likely to represent BIR events

hat could occur only in the diploid.
We identified two Class 3B illegitimate diploids that

ad a deletion of sequences on chromosome III but no
uplication of other sequences (Figure 3C); one was
erived from the illegitimate mating of the wild-type

MS71) strain and the other was derived from the illegiti-
ate mating of the GAL-POL1 mutant strain. By micro-

rray analysis, the deletion had a breakpoint near FS2
for the wild-type-derived diploid) or FS1 (for the GAL-
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Figure 4. Chromosome Translocations In-
duced by Double-Strand Breaks at FS2

We suggest that the low levels of DNA poly-
merase in the GAL-POL1 strain results in ele-
vated levels of DSBs at FS2. Chromosome III
is shown in green, a nonhomologous chro-
mosome in red, and Ty elements are indi-
cated by arrows; continuous and dotted
lines represent chromosomes from the ex-
perimental and tester strains, respectively.
Loss of the chromosome III sequences distal
to the break allows the illegitimate mating of
these strains to the 1225 tester strain. In the
resulting diploid, the broken chromosome
with a Ty element at the break engages in a
BIR event, resulting in a translocation (Class
3A diploid). If the BIR event involves an al-
lelic invasion of chromosome III (not de-
picted in this figure), one would obtain a
Class 3C diploid (no net loss or duplication
of genomic sequences).
POL1-derived diploid). These isolates may represent
broken chromosomes that were “capped” by telomeric
sequences, although it is also possible that they are
also a result of a translocation involving a Ty element
located very near a telomere (resulting in a duplication
that was undetectable by microarray analysis). CHEF
analysis of intact chromosomes confirmed a truncated
form of chromosome III in both of these Class 3B dip-
loids (data not shown).

In Class 3C illegitimate diploids, no obvious deletions
or duplications were observed. Since the diploids mate
as though they were MATα strains and are threonine
auxotrophs, they lack two linked genes derived from
the GAL-POL1 parent. The microarray analysis, how-
ever, indicates that these strains are homozygous
rather than hemizygous for the MAT and THR4 loci. One
simple explanation of Class 3C diploids is that a broken
chromosome III is repaired by a BIR event in the diploid.
However, unlike the BIR events that lead to the genera-
tion of Class 3A illegitimate diploids, these events uti-
lize allelic sequences from chromosome III of the tester
1225 strain as a template.

As described previously, we found several additional
types of Class 3 events only in diploids derived from
the wild-type strain. One of these rearrangements (in
strain DMS71-23) was extensively characterized by
Southern analysis and CHEF gels (details in the Supple-
mental Data). In this strain, one copy of chromosome
III had a deletion of the sequences distal to FS2, a du-
plication of sequences between FS1 and FS2, and a
duplication of sequences centromere-distal to a Ty2 el-
ement on the left arm of III (Figure 3D).

We also examined the effects of low α DNA polymer-
ase on the rates of mitotic recombination and chromo-
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t
tsome loss for chromosome V in diploid strains (details
gin the Supplemental Data). The rates of chromosome
tloss were elevated only modestly (4-fold), but the mi-
ctotic recombination rates were elevated 22-fold by low
nlevels of α DNA polymerase.
c
dGenetic Evidence that the Ty Elements at FS2
hAre Preferred Sites for DNA Damage
tAlthough it is clear that FS1 and FS2 are preferred sites
afor the chromosome rearrangements, it is not clear
mwhether these are preferred sites for the DNA lesions
u(presumably DSBs) that initiate the rearrangements. To
Faddress this issue, we constructed derivatives of the
tGAL-POL1 strain with alterations to FS2 and deter-
(mined the effects of these alterations on the frequency
oof illegitimate mating. These derivatives had (1) a re-
Gplacement of the centromere-proximal Ty1 of FS2 with
ithe HYGR gene (FJL014 [FS2-�1]), (2) a replacement of
nthe centromere-distal Ty1 of FS2 with the HYGR gene
g(FJL022 [FS2-�2]), or (3) an insertion of the HYGR gene
(between the two Ty elements of FS2 (FJL018 [FS2-ins]).
tIndependent colonies of NPD1 and these derivative
fstrains were mixed (either NPD1 [FS2] and FJL014

[FS2-�1], NPD1 [FS2] and FJL022 [FS2-�2], or NPD1 m
[
w
t
s
a
r
F
h
p

a
2
s
i
c
o
l
a
(

Figure 5. Efficiency of Illegitimate Mating for Strains with Alter-
ations of the FS2 Region

tThe GAL1-POL1 strain (NPD1 [FS2]) with the intact FS2 (two in-
verted Ty elements separated by about 200 bp) was allowed to d
form colonies on solid medium with high galactose. Individual colo- t
nies were mixed with individual colonies of other strains (FJL014 l
[FS2-�1], FJL018 [FS2-ins], and FJL022 [FS2-�2]) grown on me-

sdium with high levels of galactose. All three of these strains had
cthe GAL-POL1 gene but also had alterations of the structure of
sFS2. FJL014 [FS2-�1] lacked the centromere-proximal Ty element,

FJL022 [FS2-�2] lacked the centromere-distal Ty1, and FJL018 l
[FS2-ins] had an insertion that increased the distance between the s
FS2 Ty elements about 10-fold; all three strains were hygromycin-
resistant, unlike NPD1. The mixed MATα cells were grown on me-
dium with low levels of galactose then mated illegitimately to the

PMATα strain 1225 and legitimately to the MATa strain A364a (ade1
Aura1 gal1 ade2 tyr1 his7 lys2; provided by L. Hartwell). We tested

one diploid from each mating to determine whether it was derived T
from NPD1 (resulting in hygromycin sensitivity) or one of the strains a
with the altered FS2 structure (resulting in hygromycin resistance). c
About 100 independent competitive matings were examined for

seach pair of strains.
p

FS2] and FJL018 [FS2-ins]), and the mixed cultures
ere mated separately to a strain of the same mating

ype (α) or to a strain of the opposite mating type (a). A
ingle diploid was selected from each mated mixture
nd examined to determine whether it was hygromycin-
esistant (derived from the derivative with the disrupted
S2 region) or hygromycin-sensitive (derived from the
aploid with the intact FS2 region). At least 100 inde-
endent matings were analyzed for each pair of strains.
As shown in Figure 5, the alteration of FS2 did not

ffect legitimate mating but substantially (average of
4-fold) reduced the frequency of illegitimate mating in
trains with low α polymerase. Since the frequency of

llegimate mating reflects genome rearrangements on
hromosome III, these results demonstrate that much
f the genetic instability on chromosome III is FS2 re-

ated. The ratio of Classes 1:2:3 in the strains with the
lterations of FS2 were 1:0:5 (FJL014 [FS2-�1]), 1:0:2
FJL018 [FS2-ins]), and 1:0:1 (FJL022 [FS2-�2]). From
hese data and the data in Figure 1B, we calculate that
isruption of the structure of FS2 reduces the rates of
ranslocations more than 15-fold and chromosome III
oss more than 20-fold in the GAL-POL1 strain. The
implest interpretation of these observations is that the
losely linked, inverted Ty1 elements are a preferred
ite for the DNA damage that initiates the chromosome
oss and translocation events. This interpretation is
upported by the physical analysis described below.

hysical Evidence that the Ty Elements at FS2
re Preferred Sites for DNA Damage
o look for physical evidence for fragile sites associ-
ted with illegitimate mating, we separated intact yeast
hromosomal DNA using CHEF gels and hybridized the
eparated chromosomes to chromosome III-specific
robes, as previously done by Cha and Kleckner (2002)
o map DSBs that occur in strains with a mec1-ts muta-
ion. When DNA was isolated from GAL-POL1 cells
rown in low-galactose-containing medium, we de-
ected DNA fragments that were smaller than the intact
hromosome III of no obvious preferred size class (data
ot shown). However, when we shifted the GAL-POL1
ells from medium with high levels of galactose to me-
ium containing raffinose but lacking galactose, after 6
r, we found a discrete DNA fragment of approximately
he size expected as a consequence of an FS2-associ-
ted break (about 200 kb; Figure 6, lane 2). This frag-
ent was not observed in the wild-type strain grown

nder the same conditions (Figure 6, lane 1) nor in
JL014 [FS2-�1], the derivative of the GAL-POL1 strain
hat lacks the centromere-proximal Ty element of FS2
Figure 6, lane 4). In addition, no such fragment was
bserved in RJK341, a strain with a fusion between the
AL promoter and POL3 (Kokoska et al., 2000), encod-

ng DNA polymerase δ. Furthermore, this fragment was
ot detected in any of these strains when they were
rown in medium containing high levels of galactose

data not shown). These results support the conclusion
hat the inverted Ty configuration at FS2 is a hotspot
or DNA breaks under conditions of low α DNA poly-
erase.
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Figure 6. Identification of an FS2-Dependent DSB on Chromo-
some III

Strains of various genotypes were grown on medium containing
0.05% galactose, 3% raffinose to midlog phase. The cells were
then washed and resuspended in medium with 3% raffinose, but
no galactose, and incubated at 30°C for 6 hr. DNA samples were
collected, and intact yeast chromosomal DNA molecules were sep-
arated by pulsed field gel electrophoresis. The separated mole-
cules were transferred to a membrane and hybridized to a probe
(HIS4) from the left arm of chromosome III. The strains in each lane
are: MS71 (wild-type, lane 1), NPD1 (GAL-POL1, intact FS2, lane 2),
RJK341 (GAL-POL3 [described in Kokoska et al. (2000)], lane 3),
and FJL014 [FS2-�1] (GAL-POL1, deletion of centromere-proximal
Ty of FS2, lane 4).
Discussion

Although genomic regions with high levels of meiotic
recombination (hotspots) are well documented in yeast
(reviewed by Petes [2001]), there is relatively little infor-
mation about hotspots for mitotic recombination. There
appear to be two somewhat general stimulatory
factors. The first is transcription. In a variety of different
assays (most involving ectopic recombination), tran-
scription stimulates mitotic exchange (reviewed by
Aguilera [2002]). A second likely factor is DNA replica-
tion. Cha and Kleckner (2002) showed that a mec1-ts
mutant, when incubated at the restrictive temperature,
had DSBs in regions of the genome that had slowly
moving DNA replication forks. Since DSBs, caused by
X-rays or site-specific nucleases, efficiently stimulate
mitotic recombination (Paques and Haber, 1999), it is
likely that these replication slow zones (RSZs) would be
hotspots for mitotic exchange, at least in cells with low
levels of Mec1p.

There are several types of nonyeast sequences
(closely spaced inverted repeats or palindromes) that
function as sites for DSB formation and/or hotspots for
mitotic recombination in yeast. Gordenin et al. (1993)
showed that the bacterial transposon Tn5 (two inverted
repeats of 1.5 kb separated by a spacer of 2.7 kb),
when inserted in the yeast genome, resulted in in-
creased rates of mitotic recombination. These rates
were further elevated in strains with mutations in either
DNA polymerase α or δ (Gordenin et al., 1993). Ruskin
and Fink (1993) found that short (30 and 80 bp) inverted
repeats were excised at very high rates in yeast strains
with mutations in DNA polymerase α. Freudenreich et
al. (1998) showed that tandem repeats of (CTG)130–250,
which can form “hairpins” in which every third base is
mismatched, are capable of stimulating mitotic recom-
bination and that DSBs occur within these repetitive
tracts. A head-to-head duplication of the human Alu
repeat also strongly stimulates mitotic recombination
and is a site for DSB formation in vegetative cells (Lo-
bachev et al., 2002). The mechanism proposed for
these effects is that the palindromic sequences are
sometimes extruded to form a cruciform that is then
processed to form the recombinogenic lesion (Lo-
bachev et al., 2002).

The study presented here demonstrates that natu-
rally occurring yeast sequences are capable of produc-
ing effects similar to those described above. These
previously reported observations suggest several non-
exclusive explanations for our results. One explanation
is that low levels of DNA polymerase result in a delay
in the synthesis of Okazaki fragments on the lagging
strand, leading to an increase in the size of the single-
stranded region of the lagging strand. This large single-
stranded region increases the probability of forming a
hairpin structure involving the Ty elements of FS2 (left
side of Figure 7). Processing of this hairpin, perhaps
within the single-stranded region separating the Ty ele-
ment, followed by dissociation of the hairpin stem re-
sults in the recombinogenic DSB near the centromere-
proximal Ty element. This mechanism is similar to that
proposed to explain the instability of inverted repeats
in E. coli (Leach, 1994) and yeast (Lobachev et al.,
1998). The translocations that involve FS1 could reflect
extensive processing of a DNA end resulting from an
FS2 break, or, alternatively, it may also be a preferred
site for chromosome breaks through a different mech-
anism.

A second explanation is that the FS2 inverted repeat
becomes extruded as a cruciform that is then pro-
cessed by DNA resolvase (right side of Figure 7). The
resulting structure could have two possible fates. En-
donucleolytic removal of the single-stranded loop at
the end would produce an intermediate very similar to
that resulting from processing of the hairpin. Alterna-
tively, replication of the structure, without removal of
the single-stranded loop, could produce a palindromic
chromosome (Figure 7). Cruciform extrusion, followed
by processing of the structure, has been observed in
yeast previously (Lobachev et al., 2002), although the
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Figure 7. Generation of DSBs during the Replication of FS2

When DNA replication is slowed by reduced levels of DNA polymerase, we suggest that there are large single-stranded regions on the lagging
strand. In this diagram, thick arrows indicate the Ty elements of FS2 and the circles indicate centromeric DNA. DSBs can form in two
different ways:
(1) As shown in A1, the palindromic Ty elements of FS2 (shown by thick arrows) form a large hairpin. Endonucleolytic cleavage of the single-
stranded DNA at the tip of the hairpin (A2), followed by continued DNA replication, results in an intact chromosome and a chromosome with
a break located at the Ty element (shown in a box).
(2) Alternatively, the primer leading strand could be degraded, allowing reannealing of the template strands and cruciform formation (B1).
Processing of the cruciform by resolvase would result in two DNA molecules with hairpins (B2), one lacking centromeric DNA (not shown)
and one with centromeric DNA. The single-stranded region at the tip of the hairpin could be degraded, resulting in a chromosome with a DSB
at the Ty element (B3-1) or replicated, resulting in a palindromic dicentric chromosome (B3-2).
inverted repeats in this study were much smaller than m
(those in our study (320 bp versus 6 kb) and only 12 bp

separated the repeats. h
oDespite these differences, at least one of the chro-
osome rearrangements, that observed in DMS71-23
derived from an illegitimate mating of the wild-type
aploid), has the structure expected as a consequence
f resolvase-mediated resolution of a cruciform. From
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the microarray and Southern analysis (described in
detail in the Supplementa; Data), we found that the se-
quences located between FS1 and FS2 were dupli-
cated in inverted orientation, forming a large palin-
drome. In addition, the sequences between a Ty2
element on the left arm of chromosome III were dupli-
cated. As depicted in Figure S6, this chromosome
structure can be explained by resolution of a cruciform
structure at FS2, followed by replication of the resulting
giant hairpin structure, followed by a secondary recom-
bination event between the Ty2 element on the left arm
and a Ty1 element of FS1.

Our studies indicate that the frequency of DNA
breaks at FS2 is much higher in strains with low levels
of α DNA polymerase. Since we find, however, similar
classes of chromosome rearrangements in diploids re-
sulting from the illegitimate mating of wild-type strains,
FS2 is likely to be an important source of genomic in-
stability even when the levels of α DNA polymerase are
normal. In support of this conclusion, it should be
noted that FS2 has also been identified as a region
(Malkova et al., 2001) that is required for the Rad51p-
independent BIR events needed to repair an HO-cata-
lyzed DSB at the MAT locus (A. Malkova, J. Haber, J.
Theis, and C. Newlon, personal communication).

The presence of yeast fragile sites has been sug-
gested previously by Cha and Kleckner (2002). They
demonstrated that certain regions of chromosome III in
which replication was slowed were susceptible to DSB
formation in a mec1-ts strain grown at the restrictive
temperature. DSB formation was not shown to occur
at specific sites but rather occurred within regions of
approximately 10 kb. These regions were not mapped
with respect to chromosome III sequences or associ-
ated with specific chromosome rearrangements. It is
also not possible to compare the positions of the DSBs
observed by Cha and Kleckner with the positions of
FS1 or FS2, since the locations of Ty elements in their
strain have not yet been determined.

Our analysis suggests that yeast fragile sites may re-
quire two properties, slow-moving DNA replication
forks or other perturbations in DNA replication and in-
verted repeated sequences. Certain features of the
mammalian and yeast fragile sites are conserved. Frag-
ile sites in mammalian cells replicate late, and muta-
tions in ATR (the mammalian homolog of MEC1) result
in DSBs at fragile sites (Casper et al., 2002). In addition,
several mammalian fragile sites have DNA sequences
that are capable of forming hairpin-like secondary
structures (Zlotorynski et al., 2003). There are also dif-
ferences between the mammalian and yeast fragile
sites. The mammalian fragile sites are much larger (ex-
tending over regions greater than 100 kb) and contain
no single type of conserved repeat (Arlt et al., 2003).

Of the four translocations that we examined in detail,
two involved an interaction between FS2 and an in-
verted pair of Ty elements (one Ty1 and one Ty2) on
chromosome IV. Since there are only five such pairs in
the genome (Kim et al., 1998), including FS2, it is likely
that the pair on chromosome IV is also susceptible to
breakage and recombination. There is a strikingly sim-
ilar situation in human cells. The most common non-
Robertsonian translocation in humans involves a fusion
between chromosomes 22 and 11. The breakpoints in
both chromosomes occur in the middle of palindromic
AT-rich repeats (Kurahashi and Emanuel, 2001; Gotter
et al., 2004).

It is likely that the Ty retrotransposons are important
in generating chromosomal rearrangements in two dif-
ferent ways. First, they represent a common dispersed
repetitive sequence, and ectopic recombination be-
tween dispersed repeats can produce translocations,
inversions, deletions, and duplications (summarized in
Umezu et al. [2002]). Second, if a Ty element trans-
poses very near a second Ty element, resulting in an
inverted repeat, the resulting structure would be ex-
pected to generate a very high rate of chromosome re-
arrangements by the mechanisms discussed above.
Both of these properties are probably relevant to the
observation that karyotypic differences between dif-
ferent yeast species are consistent with ectopic ex-
changes between Ty elements (Fischer et al., 2000). In
addition, chromosomal rearrangements that accumu-
late in experimental evolution studies performed in a
chemostat are usually a consequence of recombination
between Ty and LTR elements (Dunham et al., 2002).

Experimental Procedures

Genetic Analysis and Media
Most genetic procedures (transformation, tetrad analysis, etc.) and
most media were standard (Guthrie and Fink, 1991). High- and low-
galactose media had 0.05% and 0.005% galactose, respectively, in
addition to 3% raffinose (as well as the standard supplements for
rich growth media [excluding glucose]). Strains were grown at
30°C. Detailed procedures for measurement of the rates of legiti-
mate and illegitimate mating, measurements of rates of chromo-
some loss and mitotic recombination in diploids, and measure-
ments of rates of mutation at the CAN1 locus are given in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Strains
The strains used in this study (with the exception of mating type
testers) were isogenic (except for changes introduced by trans-
formation) with MS71, a LEU2 derivative of AMY125 (a ade5-1 leu2-3
trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2; Kokoska et al., 2000). Most of our studies
were done with NPD1, which had the galactose-regulated POL1
gene. Complete genotypes for all haploid and diploid strains used
in our study are in Tables S2 and S3, respectively, and details of
the strain constructions are in the Supplemental Experimental Pro-
cedures.

Analysis of Chromosome Rearrangements Using
Microarrays and Southern Analysis
The initial characterization of the chromosome alterations was
done by microarray analysis. Details of this analysis are described
in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Following the
microarray analysis, we performed Southern analysis to map the
translocation breakpoints with a higher degree of resolution. We
also generated restriction maps of the FS1 and FS2 regions in the
parental haploid experimental and tester strains. The description
of the restriction enzymes and hybridization probes used in these
studies are given in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
and the resulting maps of the FS1 and FS2 regions are shown as
Figures S4 and S5.

Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include six figures, three tables, Supplemental
Discussion, and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can
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be found with this article online at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/ c
7full/120/5/587/DC1/.
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